
What happens next?



Once I’ve shut up

• Tea, feedback forms, and a safe trip home!

• IMA Workshop for Postgraduates who Teach (ICMS, Friday).

• Enrol in modules.

• Presentations from the Symposium will appear on the website.

• SMSTC teaching starts Monday 7 October.

• Get involved in the wider mathematical community.

• Maybe apply for a PE/KE grant?

• Stay in touch with us...



Enrolment

Talk to your supervisor.

Decide which modules you’re going to take.

You can attend the first few lectures before you decide.

Please, always enrol for any module you attend

—even if you’re only auditing one or two sessions.

It helps us (and doesn’t harm you!)

If you want to attend any supplementary modules this Monday, please enrol
and email Johanna.McBryde@icms.org.uk immediately.



The mathematical community

You can join the Edinburgh Mathematical Society for free.

This is the society for all mathematicians in Scotland (not just Edinburgh!),
founded in 1883.

You may also want to join the London Mathematical Society (which is for
the whole UK), the Institute for Mathematics and its Applications, or other
learned societies.

Your subject may have an email list that you can subscribe to.

You may want to participate in online communities such as MathOverflow
(question and answer site for research maths).

If you’re teaching, you can join the University and College Union (trade
union) for free.



The Burn
Every summer, the Edinburgh Mathematical Society runs a three-day event
at for PhD students (usually in their second year) at a country house.

You’re invited to give a short talk on a topic of your choosing.

There’s lots of time to socialize in a beautiful setting.
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Stay in touch

Student reps:

• Aberdeen: ???

• Dundee: Raheem Beg

• Edinburgh: Linden Disney-Hogg

• Glasgow: ???

• Heriot-Watt: Alastair Haig

• St Andrews: Liam Stott

• Stirling: ???

• Strathclyde: Matthew Baister

• Overall student rep: ???

Thank you!

There will also be a feedback survey in March/April.


